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National Guaranteeing Association
Chambre de Commerce, d'Industrie et de Services Casablanca - Settat    

Date of accession to the ATA system
01/07/1998

Field of application
 ATA Convention 

Convention on "Scientific equipment" 

Convention on "Pedagogic equipment" 

Convention concerning facilities for the importation of goods for display or use at exhibitions, trade fairs, meetings
or similar events of the WCO/CCC 

Territorial coverage
 Customs territory 

Other applications
 ATA Carnets are accepted for transit. 

ATA Carnets are accepted for postal traffic 

In addition, the following goods may be temporarily imported into Morocco under cover of ATA Carnets, in
accordance with Moroccan laws and regulations:  

goods of all kinds which could be used for non-profit making testing, experiment or demonstration
purposes; 
samples representative of a given category of goods to be presented or demonstrated with a view to
seeking orders for similar goods; 
professional equipment and animals necessary to the performance of their activity by people coming to
Morocco for a given activity during a limited period of time; 
negatives to be printed; 
animals engaged in sports or other competitions 
goods listed in the international conventions ratified by Morocco. 

Languages in which Carnets should be completed
 French and English. The Customs may require a translation when the ATA Carnets are completed in any other
language. 

Replacement carnet
 According to oral information given by Moroccan Customs to the Moroccan national guaranteeing organization,
Moroccan Customs would accept, on request of the foreign national guaranteeing organization which issued the
first ATA Carnet to prolong the period during which the goods could stay in Morocco but do not accept replacement
Carnets. 

Regularization fee requested by Customs
 No 



Customs offices
 The following Customs offices have been entitled to accept ATA Carnets: 

 - T anger - Port, Mohammedia, Tanger Boukhalef, Casablanca ColisPostaux et Paquets Poste, Oujda Angads –
Airport, Casa-Port, Zouj Beghal, Nouasseur, Beni Ensar, Marrakech Ménara Airport, Fès Saïss – Airport, Agadir Al
Massira Airport, Rabat-Salé Airport, Ouarzazate, Laayoune, Nador Port.   

During the opening hours of the offices authorized to process operations conducted under cover of an ATA carnet. 

Special observations


